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Disclaimer: This digimag is produced especially for residents in Glen Erasmia Estate to provide updates and useful information. It is produced by GLOVent Media & Fab Creative, on
behalf of the homeowners’ association (HOA) of Glen Erasmia Estate. Although every effort is taken to ensure accuracy of content, the HOA and/or the publisher cannot be held liable
for any inaccurate information, and may not agree with all opinions expressed in this publication.

Dear residents,
By the time you read this newsletter, most of us
are back at work! And wasn’t it just a rollercoaster
of mixed emotions the past few weeks?

We appeal to residents to, where possible, avoid
coming to the office and rather communicate
with office staff via e-mail or telephonically.

We must all realise that in the time to come,
things will not be the same again. Wearing of
masks when in public is but one of the things that
is different. Social interaction as we know it will
have to change.

To all our matriculants and Grade 7s going back
to school – good luck!

One of the annual events of the Estate, the Annual
General Meeting (AGM), had to be postponed due
to COVID-19 – see elsewhere in the newsletter for
communication already sent out in this regard.

Greta Bezuidenhout

My wish for you for the weeks to come: stay safe,
stay calm and stay healthy!

Estate Manager
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Notice is hereby given to all members of Glen
Erasmia Boulevard NPC (the homeowners’
association) that the Annual General Meeting,
scheduled for 27 May 2020, has been postponed
until further notice. The AGM postponement is
pursuant to, and in compliance with, the directive
on public gatherings issued under the Disaster
Management Act.

stage, this option remains under review only.
As is the case annually, the AGM is the vehicle
used to present the plans for capital expenditure,
major maintenance, etc., reflect upon the annual
increase applicable for security, staff and other
major cost lines, and seek approval for the
company’s annual budget and levy increase as
required.

increase from the start of the new financial year.
We trust all members understand the rationale
behind the postponement and will support it.
Should any member wish to raise a concern
with regards to the AGM postponement, they
are requested to contact the Estate Manager via
email, tabling their concern(s).
Thank you and stay safe.

The Board has considered the Memorandum of
Incorporation (MOI) of the company to satisfy
itself that there is no breach through postponing
the AGM, according to the MOI and the
Companies Act. Further to the postponement,
the Board is reviewing options available to hold
a virtual Annual General Meeting, however at this

The Board is currently considering options
whereby the levy increment can be minimised
as far as possible, i.e. by removing all capital
projects or significant maintenance, etc. Once
a revised AGM date is established, the budget
will be presented, with a commitment as far
as possible not to apply a retrospective levy

Best wishes,

Matthew Campbell

Chairperson – Glen Erasmia HOA
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Please take note that refuse removal is on a Monday. If Monday happens to
fall on a public holiday, the refuse will still be removed by Ekurhuleni.
DATES:
June - 1, 8, 15, 22 and 29
July - 6, 13, 20 and 27
NB: REFUSE TO BE PUT OUT ON THE MORNING OF COLLECTION AND NOT THE
EVENING BEFORE.

LEVIES: R 1 425.00 per month. Account enquiries can be
directed to martin@mcadmin.co.za or phone MC admin
at 011 394 9625 | The CSOS fee is R18.50.
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Glen Erasmia Boulevard strives to be compliant
with the COVID-19 regulations. Therefore, hand
sanitisers are available at all access entrances
and anyone who still wishes to continue using the
biometrics is free to do so.
Proper signage is available at the entrances.
First line screening for temperatures will take
place. It is, however, the responsibility of each
homeowner to take responsibility for their
own employees or visitors. The following from
the regulation is emphasised by applying the
necessary protocols on a daily basis when anyone
is entering your dwelling:
“Relevant health protocols and social distancing
measures for persons employed in private
residences must be adhered to”.
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Dear member/resident,
Thank you very much for your
cooperation throughout the lockdown
period, during Level 5 and Level 4,
thus far. We have entered Level 3 of
the lockdown, as communicated by
the President on Sunday evening,
24 May 2020, under the guidelines
as proclaimed within the associated
Government regulations issued on 28
May 2020. The lockdown period has
brought about frustration amongst
some within the Estate, however I
wish to again thank you all for your
cooperation.
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lockdown level 3

I would like to assure residents that
all decisions relating to what is or isn’t
permitted within the Estate is based on the
aforementioned regulatory guidelines, and
where interpretation of the same has been
somewhat vague, the Board has followed the
exact wording, as opposed to interpreting a
guideline, and that all decisions taken are taken
in good faith, with the safety of all members/
residents in mind.
As we now move to Level 3, a number of
relaxations come into effect with regards to
business operations, exercise times, access
to religious facilities, etc. As such, there will
naturally be more movement into and out of
the Estate. We encourage everyone to maintain
the necessary level of control, hygiene and
vigilance of oneself, one’s family and one’s

employees, within ones’ home and within the
Estate.
Access to the Estate for domestic workers,
gardeners, etc. will be controlled to the extent
that the Estate security will facilitate a first line
screening of all people coming into the Estate,
by taking temperatures and sanitising hands,
which may lead to a backlog at the gates, and
ensuring a mandatory mask is worn – no mask,
no entry.
Furthermore, we request that personal visits
to the Estate Office are limited, and where
possible, residents should communicate with
Estate staff via e-mail or telephonically.
Premised on this communication, the Board
would like to communicate the following:

1. All gatherings are prohibited, with exceptions
as stated in par. 37 of the regulations. A
newsflash was already sent out in regard to the
postponement of the Annual General Meeting
(AGM) that was scheduled for 27 May 2020.
2. Exercise is permitted between 06:00 and
18:00, provided that exercise is not in the
form of organised groups (no group activities,
no organised sport), and the requisite health
protocols and social distancing measures
are followed. The Boulevard(s) are classified
as public parks, as such the use thereof for
exercise and/or play activity is not permitted.
3. All businesses and other entities may
operate, except those as set out in table two of
the regulations: “Specific Economic Exclusions”.
Therefore, domestic workers, gardeners,
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lockdown level 3

garden services and other contractors will
be allowed into the Estate. As noted above,
first line screening for temperatures will take
place at the turnstiles and gates. All other
protocols to check for any COVID-19 symptoms
will be the responsibility of the employer(s)
on a daily basis when the worker enters the
dwelling. “Relevant health protocols and social
distancing measures for persons employed in
private residences must be adhered to”.
4. The use of face masks is mandatory for all
activity outside ones’ home, within the Estate
and external to the Estate: “No person is
allowed to be in a public place, use any form of
public transport, or enter a public building, place
or premises, if that person is not wearing a
cloth mask or a homemade item that covers the
nose and mouth, or another appropriate item

to cover the nose and mouth.” In this regard, no
domestic worker, gardener or contractor will be
allowed into the Estate if they’re not wearing a
mask.
Should there be any doubt with regards to
the interpretation of the aforementioned
points, residents are requested to refer to the
Government Level 3 Lockdown Regulations for
clarity.
Last but not least, should any member/resident
fall ill, or believe they may have contracted the
virus, you are urged to follow the protocols
communicated widely, i.e. get tested, selfisolation and/or quarantine as required.
Should such instance occur, in the interest of
one’s fellow member/resident, we urge those
impacted to alert the Estate Manager such

that any containment measures that may be
required can be initiated.
For the coronavirus hotline and other relevant
phone numbers please go to page 13.
Stay safe, stay calm and stay healthy!
Regards,

Matthew Campbell

Chairperson: Glen Erasmia Boulevard HOA
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It is recommended that interaction
required with the Estate Office and
security be undertaken by means of
email, street WhatsApp messaging
groups or telephonically, where
practical. Estate staff will however be
onsite to engage with, in need. Strict
COVID-19 regulations will apply like
social distancing, wearing of masks and
sanitising of hands.
Garden maintenance services will
continue as normal as from 1 June 2020.
Ekurhuleni Municipality will continue with
normal domestic refuse removal service
on Mondays.
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estate office cont.

A plea is made to all members/
residents not to panic, but rather to
take cognizance of all the reputable
guidelines widely available in the media.
Members/residents are also urged to
ensure your staff (domestic workers and
gardeners) is apprised of the guidelines
pertaining to the containment of
COVID-19/the coronavirus.
Last but not least, should any member/
resident fall ill, or believe they may have
contracted the virus, you are urged to
follow the protocols communicated
widely, i.e. get tested, self-isolation and/
or quarantine as required. Should such
an instance occur, in the interest of one’s
fellow member/resident, we urge those
impacted to alert the Estate Office such

that any containment measures that
may be required can be initiated.
Please note the following number to
be called when you wish to report a
possible case:
Coronavirus Hotline: 080 002 9999
For all other contact with the Estate or
Security Office:
GEBHOA Contact Number
Security Office: 011 391 1325
(Top Gate)/Reaction Officer:
083 778 9217
(24hrs availability)
Security Manager (Wickes):
072 933 8513
Estate Manager: 083 700 8631
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First call, all hours
Reaction Officer: 083 778 9217
Second call during office hours
Estate Manager: 083 700 8631
Second call after hours
Wickes Pretorius: 072 933 8513, or
Johan Stoffberg: 078 322 1095
Please ensure that these telephone numbers
are stored in your phone for any security
emergencies or incidents.
Access into the Estate without following access
procedures: R1 000.00 per offence
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During Level 4 of the lockdown, where owners could walk their
dogs, an increasing number of complaints about dogs leaving
their excrement on fellow residents’ pavements were received.
Please be aware that it is the owner’s responsibility to remove
any excrement that is left by their dog on the Boulevard or
somebody else’s lawn.
If you love them – care for them!
The Estate has no proper facilities to keep stray pets for an
unlimited time, and it is not the duty of security to chase pets,
find owners, etc., as the primary responsibility of security is
access control and the safe keeping of residents.
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There’s a reason why roses have inspired poets and painters for centuries.
And if you only know about grocery store roses, think again!
There are roses for every imaginable taste, from climbing roses and
shrubs to long-stemmed roses.
Symbolically, the rose has more meanings than one can count:
• A pink rose means perfect happiness, while a red rose means, “I love
you”.
• A white rose signifies innocence, purity and new beginnings.
• A yellow rose conveys jealousy.
• A bouquet of roses means sincere gratitude, whereas a single rose
amplifies the meaning of the colour (a single red rose means, “I really
love you!”).
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“Many a small
thing has been
made large by the
right kind
of advertising.”
-Mark Twain

If you would like to market
your business in
The Glen Erasmia
Digimag please give me
a call on 081 491 2110
or pop me a mail on
savannah@fabmags.co.za

Savannah Greyvenstein

CONTACT SAVANNAH FOR A FULL LIST OF ESTATES AND RATE CARDS

For keeping the trees growing strong, steady and enjoying them - we are proud
of this as that makes
Glen Erasmia Boulevard such a beautiful place to live in…
For always putting garbage out on the collection days…
For always keeping your pet dog safely behind locked gates…
For being sensitive about the continuous barking of dogs...
For maintaining gardens, making it aesthetically pleasing at all times…
For keeping the Boulevard tidy and not throwing rubbish around…
For driving slowly, taking the children and pedestrians into consideration…
Thank you for treating the guards with respect and motivating them to deliver
better and friendly service to all…
To all residents that pay their levies on time, thank you very much as this
maintains the Estate…
To be part of our big family is to take each other into consideration at all times…

